
The Security Industry's Best Noise-Canceling,
Privacy Microphone Just Got Better.

Stenomask is used in every U.S. Naval Courtroom

The industry's most accurate noise cancelling speech
recognition microphine

Steno SR keeps conversations,
transcriptions and recordings private

WASHINGTON, DC, USA, July 4, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- If you require
voice privacy and security, don’t want to
be overheard by others or need to
communicate in a loud environment. Talk
Technologies (talktech.com) the
international leader in voice attenuating
microphones has the solution. The all
new Steno SR privacy microphone
guarantees absolute voice privacy and a
crystal-clear sound signal while
simultaneously eliminating all
background noise. Engineered to
replicate the noise proofing properties of
the world’s premiere sound booths, the
Steno SR yields 100% noise cancellation
and the patented technology makes it the
most accurate microphone on the market
today.

Steno SR is so accurate and private that
it is the only privacy microphone
approved by the United States Military
and is used in every Naval Courtroom in
America. There is simply no better way to
verbally communicate in private.

Compatible with smartphones, tablets, computers, two way radios and speech recognition software
the Steno SR is a hand-held sound booth for use anywhere you want total voice privacy and noise
cancellation.

About Talk Technologies: Talk Technologies Inc. founded in 1947 designs, manufactures and sells
Steno SR to business, industry and institutions around the world. Some of our valued clients include:
U.S. Army Inspector General- Pentagon, U.S. Naval Justice Institute, National Guard Counter-drug
Task Force, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: MIT, Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and
the NYC Department of Education.
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